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A Marketing and Visual Merchandising professional carrying 9 years of experience 
in FMCG, luxury and cosmetic brand promotion and awareness, in-store 
communication, store layout design, and store launch. Being a brand custodian 
has defined and developed communications for various platforms.

JANUARY 2008 – MARCH 2009
VISUAL MERCHANDISING MANAGER - ABC CORPORATION

 Plan Sales, Cost, Receipts, and Inventory based on history, and initiate and 
communicated plan revisions.

 Monitor and Revised performance plans. Performed merchandise procurement 
activities.

 Assisted in developing merchandising strategies with buyers to 
department/class/item levels.

 Responsible for tracking product status, drawing conclusions, and 
communicating relevant issues to the organization.

 Assisted the Merchandise Planner and the buyers on the development of 
markdown, margin, sales, and inventory.

 Analyzed current trends in performance based on actual sales performance; 
assist in devising plans and controlling inventory levels.

 Executed reorder analysis and forecast purchase orders.

2004 – 2008
VISUAL MERCHANDISING MANAGER/EXECUTIVE - ABC CORPORATION

 Responsible for planning and developing an innovative and elevated in-store 
experience using a combination of styling techniques, display concepts and 
merchandising with the focus on shopping and navigation ease for our 
customers.

 Responsible for building and driving companywide strategies, delivering on-
trend concepts during line adoptions that reach localized markets such as hot 
and cold store initiatives.

 Opened numerous stores including &quot;brand-defining&quot; locations.
 Partner regularly with Creative Services in support of in-store seasonal creative 

initiatives and events, designing and developing in-store artwork such as 
&quot;way-finding&quot; shop signs supporting permanent and temporary 
marketing campaigns.

 Oversee monthly store Visual Presentation Guide and contribute to elevating 
the books sophistication and ease of execution through updated How-Tos, 
clarified editing and leveling, and photography direction.
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EDUCATION

Associate in fine arts in Fashion Design - 2011(Art Institute - Santa Monica, CA)

SKILLS

Visual Styling, Word. Excel, Merchandising, Operations, Retail.
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